### Warranted Products & Available Options

#### Red Shield™ Platinum [30 YEARS]

**FASCIA**
- AnchorGard™ OM Platinum Fascia*
  - FM Approved Snap-On Fascia w/ Extruded Alum. Retainer for Single-Ply
- Firestone OM Flash-Thru Drip Edge B*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ 24 Ga. Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for BUR or Mod-Bit
- EdgeGard™ OM Fascia*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single Ply (60-mil Max.)
- Firestone OM Flash-Thru Drip Edge G*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for BUR or Mod-Bit
- AnchorGard™ OM SP-AR Fascia*
  - FM Approved Snap-On Fascia w/ .050”* Alum. Formed Retainer for Mod-Bit
- Firestone OM Gravel Stop Fascia*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ 24 Ga. Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single-Ply
- AnchorGard OM MB Platinum Fascia*
  - FM Approved Snap-On Fascia w/ Extruded Alum. Retainer for Mod-Bit
- Firestone OM Drip Edge Fascia*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ 20 Ga. Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single-Ply
- Firestone OM Gravel Stop Fascia*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ 24 Ga. Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single-Ply
- AnchorGard OM MB Platinum Fascia*
  - FM Approved Snap-On Fascia w/ Extruded Alum. Retainer for Mod-Bit
- Firestone OM Formed Coping*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 20 Ga. Cont. Cleats
- Firestone OM Formed Coping Plus*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 16 Ga. Cont. Cleat
- Firestone OM Flash-Thru Drip Edge G*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for BUR or Mod-Bit
- Firestone OM Gravel Stop Fascia*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ 24 Ga. Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single-Ply
- AnchorGard OM MB Platinum Fascia*
  - FM Approved Snap-On Fascia w/ Extruded Alum. Retainer for Mod-Bit
- Firestone OM Formed Coping*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 20 Ga. Cont. Cleats
- Firestone OM Formed Coping Plus*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 16 Ga. Cont. Cleat

#### Red Shield™ [25 YEARS]

**FASCIA**
- Firestone OM Extender*
  - FM Approved Extension system w/ 24 Ga. Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single-Ply
- Firestone OM Rail Fascia*
  - ES-1 Tested Snap-On Fascia system w/ 24 Ga. Continuous Cleat
- Firestone OM System 300 Fascia*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single Ply, BUR or Mod-Bit
- Firestone OM Extender with Offset*
- Firestone OM Formed Coping*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 20 Ga. Cont. Cleats
- Firestone OM Formed Coping Plus*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 16 Ga. Cont. Cleat
- Firestone OM Gravel Stop Fascia*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ 24 Ga. Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single-Ply
- AnchorGard OM MB Platinum Fascia*
  - FM Approved Snap-On Fascia w/ Extruded Alum. Retainer for Mod-Bit
- Firestone OM Formed Coping*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 20 Ga. Cont. Cleats
- Firestone OM Formed Coping Plus*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 16 Ga. Cont. Cleat
- Firestone OM Gravel Stop Fascia*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ 24 Ga. Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single-Ply
- AnchorGard OM MB Platinum Fascia*
  - FM Approved Snap-On Fascia w/ Extruded Alum. Retainer for Mod-Bit
- Firestone OM Formed Coping*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 20 Ga. Cont. Cleats
- Firestone OM Formed Coping Plus*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 16 Ga. Cont. Cleat

#### Red Shield™ [5 - 20 YEARS]

**FASCIA**
- Firestone OM Extender*
  - FM Approved Extension system w/ 24 Ga. Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single-Ply
- Firestone OM Rail Fascia*
  - ES-1 Tested Snap-On Fascia system w/ 24 Ga. Continuous Cleat
- Firestone OM System 300 Fascia*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single Ply, BUR or Mod-Bit
- Firestone OM Extender with Offset*
- Firestone OM Formed Coping*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 20 Ga. Cont. Cleats
- Firestone OM Formed Coping Plus*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 16 Ga. Cont. Cleat
- Firestone OM Gravel Stop Fascia*
  - FM Approved Fascia w/ 24 Ga. Galv. Steel Continuous Cleat for Single-Ply
- AnchorGard OM MB Platinum Fascia*
  - FM Approved Snap-On Fascia w/ Extruded Alum. Retainer for Mod-Bit
- Firestone OM Formed Coping*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 20 Ga. Cont. Cleats
- Firestone OM Formed Coping Plus*
  - FM Approved Coping system w/ 16 Ga. Cont. Cleat

---

**NON-Warranted Gutters & Accessories**

#### GUTTER

- Firestone OM Gold Box Gutter
  - FM Approved Box Profile Gutter system w/ Extruded Alum. Brackets spaced @ 24” on center
- Firestone OM Gold Offset Gutter
  - FM Approved Offset Profile Gutter system w/ Extruded Alum. Brackets spaced @ 24” on center
- Firestone OM Gold Chamfer Gutter
  - FM Approved Chamfer Profile Gutter system w/ Extruded Alum. Brackets spaced @ 24” on center
- Firestone OM Industrial Box Gutter
  - Box Profile Gutter system w/ Formed Alum. Straps spaced @ 24”* on center, optional external hangers.
- Firestone OM Industrial Offset Gutter
  - Offset Profile Gutter system w/ Formed Alum. Straps spaced @ 24”* on center, optional external hangers.
- Firestone OM Industrial Chamfer Gutter
  - Chamfer Profile Gutter system w/ Formed Alum. Straps spaced @ 24”* on center, optional external hangers.

---

All products listed in the warranted section have been tested in accordance with ANSI/SPRI/FM4435/ES-1 and those with an “**” are product listed on RoofNav.

---

See firestonebpco.com/us-en/resources/warranties for details.
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